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ABSTRACT 

Twitter contains many natural language text elements that can be used for many purposes. One purpose is to 
produce the information about road and traffic conditions. The goal of this research is to propose a new extraction method 
for Indonesia Twitter text called xTRoad. By applying the xTRoad method, the national roads at Jakarta city could be 
identified by the other roadways nearby those which are connected in the particular region. The identification of the road 
and traffic conditions is completed in less than four minutes. The obtained information has the attributes of time, date, day, 
road names, incidents, weather and traffic conditions. All elements can be used to form the profile of road and traffic 
conditions. The results of this study showed that the obtained profiles have many dimensions such as the congestion 
conditions per thirty minutes, the types of barriers that occur on national roads, the trend of traffic jam in 24 hours, etc. The 
similarity level for comparison between the traffic conditions from the extracted text and video data has an accuracy of 
62.8%. 
 
Keywords: xTRoad, twitter extraction, text mining, traffic, road conditions, natural language processing. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Twitter has been developed as a microblogging 
site, the social media that has the facility to send short text 
messages (tweet), with a size of no more than 140 
characters [1]. Tweet can consist of several parts such as 
messaging, emoticons, URLs, 'RT' (repeat-tweet), '@' 
(mention sign), and the hashtag symbol (#) [2]. The 
Twitter social network is a unique kind of system as 
compared to the other online social networks in that it is 
made up of the traditional mass media and the social 
media [3]. 

Twitter is currently utilized for a variety of needs, 
such as to deliver a personal message or official 
information from the organization. Fellow Twitter users 
connect to other users and may have the activity of reading 
or replying to a text message delivered, and users can also 
access archived tweet with the facilities provided by the 
Twitter [4]. Twitter’s audience varies from regular users to 
celebrities, company representatives, politicians, and even 
country presidents. Therefore, it is possible to collect text 
posts of users from different social and interests groups 
[5]. 

Twitter text data can be collected in large 
quantities using the features provided by Twitter through 
the API (Application Programming Interface), which 
consists of Streaming API, REST (Representational State 
Transfer) API and Search API [6]. This feature makes the 
data available when needed and readily used for various 
purposes including research. However, Twitter imposes 
limits on the amount and time to obtain the text of his past 
records, and these limits become one of the challenges in a 
job that uses text messaging Twitter as research data. 

Various studies have used Twitter for different 
purposes, such as detecting flu outbreak [7], extracting 
attractive local-area topics in Georeferenced documents 
[8], identifying the location of the earthquake [9] or 
analyzing consumer interest for a game application[10]. 

Other researchers conducted an analysis to determine 
whether the message has an element of a sentence tweets 
are spam [11], analyzes the text of Holy Quran by 
searching the term [12] and Opinion Mining and Analysis 
for the Nuclear Power issues [13]. Twitter is also used in 
research in the field of transport, such as extraction Tweet 
to detect traffic conditions [14], analysis of vehicle speed 
for the elapsed time [15], and visualization of traffic 
conditions on a digital map [16]. 

Twitter data usage for research in the field of 
transport has particular challenges because the tweets 
contain natural language processing methods that require 
specific, the method of Natural Language Processing 
(NLP). Twitter Data processing requires increasingly 
sophisticated if the text contains a sentence that is more 
natural, as in sentences that contain data about traffic and 
road. Also, another challenge found in the use of tweets to 
research in the field of transport or traffic is how to obtain 
other data elements such as location, road names, 
incidents, and traffic conditions from the original data 
Twitter. 

This study uses Twitter data in Indonesian 
language containing text messages about road and traffic 
conditions in Jakarta. Data obtained through the API 
Search within a particular period and processed to produce 
an extraction results in Tweet database. The purpose of 
this study was to propose a new text extraction method 
called the xTRoad, stands for The Extraction of Road and 
Traffic Conditions. The method can be applied to natural 
language text processing to generate a data set and profile 
information about road and traffic conditions. 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Twitter data have been used in many fields of 
research, such as prediction system, stocks market [17], or 
the films[18], sentiment analysis on the election 
predictions [19], [20]. Data processing Twitter used 
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several methods of analysis, such as Learning Vector 
Calculations (LVQ) to predict the density pattern of road 
traffic [21], classification of road congestion from the 
Twitter text [22], Arabic text [23], or opinion [24]. 

However, some previous studies have leveraged 
Twitter data as a support, for example, the use of Twitter 
extraction obtained was compared with CCTV data that 
were processed by regression analysis to improve the 
accuracy of detection of traffic conditions based on real-
time in Jakarta [14]. Other research tried to improve the 
accuracy of traffic prediction by doing a regression 
analysis to determine the correlation Twitter data traffic 
with the weather or the speed of the vehicle [15].  

This study is the preliminary research, focused on 
the extraction of Indonesian Twitter text. This study will 
take part as the natural language pre-processing technique 
of Twitter data in the future research. It would then be 
processed further by using classification techniques to 
build a model of short-term prediction of traffic density. 
The result of Twitter text extraction was then stored in a 
database and was analyzed to produce a profile of the road 
traffic. The pre-processing technique used in this research 
could identify a tweet that contained road information in 
the specific region. 
 
3. DATA COLLECTING 

This study used collected tweets from January to 
October in 2015, through the application of Twitter text 
downloaders. Collected tweets contained road data and 
traffic from various sources as shown in  

Figure-1. 
 

 
 

Figure-1. Summary of tweet text data collection. 
 

Figure-1 showed that the account 'infoll' provided 
the largest amount of the collected data on the category of 
the user's account. On the other hand, the phrase with the 
hashtag '#infojalan' has the largest number of hashtag 
groups. From the data obtained, it also found that the 
amount of data that contains information the coordinates 
(longitude, latitude) was the most user accounts 
@TMCPoldaMetro as much as 2.9%. This fact showed 
that if a study requires the data-based geo-spatial language 
of the text Twitter Indonesia, it will be a challenge to get 
them in the future. 

This study only processed the text data for The 
National roads that stated by the rules of the Kementerian 
Pekerjaan Umumdan Perumahan Rakyat Republik 
Indonesia (Ministry of Public Works and Housing, 
Republic of Indonesia) Number: 631/KPTS/M/ 2009. The 
National roads are public highway which is managed by 
the central government, and not controlled by the local 
government. The National roads were chosen as the 
primary data source for this study. 

It can be seen from  
Figure-1, there are many sources of twitter data. 

The primary process in this study only used the text data 
from the official account of @TMCPoldaMetro. It belongs 
to the police department which is known as the Traffic 
Management Center (TMC) of Polda Metro. TMC Polda 
Metro Jaya is a traffic information center in Jakarta city 
that received many reports from any police department in 
the form of texts and pictures through @TMCPoldaMetro 
account. This account also forwards the traffic information 
from the citizens. That information will be validated by 
the police officer before reported using 
@TMCPoldaMetro. 
 
4. TWEET EXTRACTING METHODS 

This study focused on text data processing 
activities on Twitter. The “xTRoad” method proposed 
have four stages: data cleansing, data transformation, the 
extraction of road data, and the extraction of weather, 
incidents, and traffic conditions. Construction of the 
proposed extraction process is shown in Table-1. 
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Table-1. The extracted text elements. 
 

Original tweet 

Tue Jul 07 10:17:04 
2015 

Imbasjalanrusak, situasilalulintas Jl. 
SudirmanmenujuThamrinterpantaupadat, cuacahujan 

Extraction elements 
<time>10:17:04<time> 

<day>Tue <day> 
<date>Jul 07 
2015<date> 

Imbas<cause>jalanrusak<cause>, situasilalulintas<from>Jl. 
Sudirman<from>menuju<to>Thamrin<to>terpantau<status>padat<status>, 

cuaca<weather>hujan<weather> 

Extraction results 

Time: 10:17:04 
Day: Tuesday 

Date: 07 Jul 2015 
 

From: Jl. Sudirman (Sudirman Road) 
To: Thamrin (Thamrin Road) 

Status: padat (congested) 
Cause: jalanrusak (damaged road) 

Weather: hujan (rainy) 
 

From Table-1, it can be seen that a tweet 
contained natural language could be extracted to be 
various data elements. The items consist of data such as 
tweet post log (day, date, month and year), the road 
names, weather, incidents, and the status of the traffic 
conditions reported. For details of each element extracted 
can be seen inTable-2. 
 

Table-2.Tweet attributes obtained. 
 

No. Attribute Information 

1. time the time of the tweet post 

2. day the day of the tweet post 

3. date the date of the tweet post 

4. from road name observed 

5. to destination waypoint observed 

6. incident 
the obstacles or events happened on 

the road 

7. weather 
the climatic conditions on the 

observed road 

8. status traffic conditions reported 

 
4.1. Data cleansing 

This phase aims to reduce the useless elements of 
data text to obtain clean data. The URL and illegal 
characters were removed.  
 
a) URL Removal 

URL needs to be removed from the text data 
because it is not necessary for this study. This process is 
done by searching for the phrase ‘http://’ and ‘https://’ in 
the text of the tweet and deleting it. For more details, URL 
removal algorithm is presented in the Algorithm-1. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Algorithm-1: URL removal 
initializeURL = {http://|https://} //read support table 
do while not EOF; 
if (the text contains URL) { 
replace (URL with Null);} 
else 
go to next; 
end; 
end; 

 
b) Illegal characters removal 

Illegal characters could potentially appear in text 
documents, such as the name of the road or area in the 
tweet. Illegal characters need to be removed to minimize 
the problems that arise in the next process. Those illegal 
characters give negative impact in the pre-processing task. 
To complete this stage, approximately 24 different types 
of characters were identified to be removed and stored in a 
supporting table. The list of illegal characters to be 
removed is shown in Table-3. 
 

Table-3. The list of illegal characters. 
 

Ã Ë â § œ Ž £ ¯ 

€ Ø â€ Ù Œ ’ :p ‡ 

¾ ± † :) ¾ ± † € 
 

Illegal characters removal is done by searching 
for useless characters and deleting it from the body of the 
text. For more details, illegal character removal algorithms 
presented in the Algorithm-2. 
 

Algorithm-2: Illegal characters removal 
initializeilllegal_char = {Ã…..€} //read support table 
do while not EOF; 
if (the text contains illegal_char) then { 
replace (illegal_char with null);} 
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Algorithm-2: Illegal characters removal 
else 
go to next; 
end; 
end; 

4.2. Data Transformation 
Data transformation task is to transform some 

parts of basic forms of data to fulfill the needs of this 
study. The data transformation stage activities consist of: 
 
Section I: Text standardization and abbreviations. 

This step is necessary because Tweet collected 
using natural language containing terms or the use of non-
formal language that is not aligned with the rules of the 
Indonesian structure language, such as abbreviations. This 
stage is to find and change phrases or abbreviations, such 
as ‘jl’ or ‘jln’ to ‘jalan’, ‘tj.’ to ‘tanjung’, ‘Pd. Indah’ to 
‘Pondok Indah’, ‘pamer’ to ‘padatmerayap’ and so on. 

To accomplish this work, a supporting table 
containing a set of abbreviations and their meanings were 
created. It is found that no less than 30 abbreviations 
should be standardized according to the rules of 
Indonesian grammar. For more details, standardization of 
text and abbreviations are presented in the Algorithm-3. 
 

Algorithm-3: Text standardization 
initializeabbreviation = {phrase1, phrase2… phrasen} 
//read  support table 
do while not EOF; 
if (the sentences contains abbreviation) { 
replace (abbreviation with phrase);} 
else 
go to next; 
end; 
end; 

 
Section II: Date and time extraction. 
 The next task is changing the structure of the time 
data in the text. The default format of twitter time data 
structure is “day, dd-mmm-yy” and “hh:mm:ss”. The 
structure was subsequently extracted from individual data, 
in each column prepared. Changes in the structure of time 
data are presented in Table-4. 
 

Table-4. Date and time data extraction. 
 

Original form 
of tweet time 

Extraction elements 

Day Date Month Year Time 
Thu Aug 06 

06:39:50 
+0000 2015 

Thu 06 Aug 2015 06:39 

 
Time data extraction is done by performing string 

operations on the data and separating original form of 
tweet time into each field prepared. For more details, the 
time data extraction algorithm is presented in the 
Algorithm-4. 
 

Algorithm-4: Date and time data extraction 

Algorithm-4: Date and time data extraction 
initialize time_stamp = {day, date, month, year, hour, 
minute} 
do while not EOF; 
if (tweet contains date_time_text) then { 
day ← substring time_stamp; 
date ← substring time_stamp; 
month ← substring time_stamp; 
year ← substring time_stamp; 
hour ← substring time_stamp; 
minute ← substring time_stamp;} 
else 
go to next; 
end; 
end; 

 
Section III: Time zone adjustment. 

The time data collected needs to be adjusted to 
Jakarta time zone (GMT+07) as the default time on 
Twitter using the time GMT+00 zone. This section has the 
following processing rules: 
 
a) when the clock shows at 5 pm, then made changes to 

the hours of 12 in the next day 
b) the name of the month or the year also has the 

potential to change due to the time zone adjustment 
 

For more details, time data adjustment is 
presented in the Algorithm-5. 
 

Algorithm-5: Time zone adjustment 

initialize day, date, month, year as date 
initialize following_mont, following_month, 
following_year as date 
initialize hour, minute as time 
if (following_day) then { 
 hour ← adjust(hour); 
date ← adjust(date);} 
else 
if (following_month) then { 
month ← adjust(month);} 
else 
if (following_year) then { 
year ← adjust(year);} 
end; 
end; 
end; 

 
4.3. Road names extraction 

As already described in the previous section that 
82.789 tweets were collected. They consist of data of 
National roads, non-National roads, the public 
information, and other general information from the police 
department. The most important part of this study is 
extracting road names accurately from the data collected. 
This activity is necessary to distinguish the road name in 
Jakarta with the same road name in other cities. For 
example, ‘GatotSubroto Road’ in Jakarta can be found in 
Bandung or Tangerang city as well. The process of finding 
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and extracting the road name or area is done by creating 
support tables that contain road names, landmarks, and 
areas in Jakarta, as shown in  

 
Table-5. 

 
 

Table-5. Support table for road names extraction. 
 

 
 

As shown in  
 

Table-5, it needs to connect the road name data 
with similar objects around it, to identify precisely and 
accurately before the extraction process. The relationships 
between an object (road) and the nearest road or area as 
shown in Figure-2. 
 

 
 

Figure-2. Relations between road and objects nearest. 
 

InFigure-2, 'Road' is an important part of the text 
that should be identified first. It must contain the road 
name and its counterpart as a representation of road 
direction (the road X to road Y). The relationship between 
the road names was displayed in the field of ‘North’, 
‘East’, ‘South’ and ‘West’ that contained another road 
names or landmarks nearby. Field of ‘Near’, ‘Area' and 
‘Region’ contained the road names or area which confirm 
that the primary object has a strong relationship with the 
corresponding objects in the North, East, South, and West. 
For example, Gatot Subroto Road is not only close to the 
Tendean Road on the Northside, but also close to the 
Pancoran in the East, and the region of Kuningan. The 
discovery of the nearest relations of the primary object 
(road name), proved that the Gatot Subroto Road located 
in Jakarta. Therefore, the tweet was valid and could be 
selected as the data source for this study. For more details 
about the extraction algorithm at this stage are presented in 
the Algorithm-6. 
 

Algorithm-6:Road names extraction 

initialize road_x, road_y,position as text; 
initialize object {north, east, south, west, near, area, 
region}  
road_y ← Null; 
ifroad_x = object.element then{ 

Algorithm-6:Road names extraction 

if (text contains position) then{ 
 road_y←{north|east|south|west|near|area|regio
n} 
end 
end; 
return road_y; 
end;
 
 
4.3. Incidents, weather and traffic conditions  
extraction 

The next task is the extraction process to obtain 
data on the incident, weather, and the traffic conditions. 
The incidents are the facts that occurred on the roads and 
potentially affect traffic conditions. Weather information 
reported by Twitter users will also be extracted if found in 
the body of the text. 

Extraction of text data for status, incidents and 
weather conditions resolved by creating a support table 
contains a list of element keywords. Based on the 
keywords discovered, algorithm 7 was constructed to find 
keywords on the conditions, incidents, and the weather. 
The keywords for the final extraction phase are shown in 
Table-6. 
 

Table-6. Advanced data extraction elements. 
 

Incidents Weather Traffic conditions 
kecelakaan 
(accident) 

berawan 
(cloudy) 

lancar 
(fluent) 

tabrakan 
(crash)

hujan 
(rainy) 

ramailancar 
(smooth)

demonstrasi 
(demonstration) 

cerah 
(sunny) 

padat 
(congested) 

Banjir 
(flood) 

gerimis 
(drizzle) 

padatmerayap 
(crawl) 

Genangan 
(puddles) 

 
tersendat 
(stagnant) 

pohontumbang 
(fallen tree) 

 
macet 

(jammed) 
 

For more details, data extraction algorithm at this 
stage is presented in the Algorithm-7. 
 

Algorithm-7: Advanced data extraction 
initialize incidents, weather, status; //read support table 
do while not EOF; 
if (the text contains incidents || weather || status) { 
return (incidents || weather || status);} 
else 
go to next; 
end; 
end; 

 
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Text extracting operations consist of nine 
sections with varying processing time. Those sections can 
be seen in  
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Figure-3. Shortest time required on the section of 
the weather data extraction, while the longest time was 
taken in the standardization section. All summaries of text 
processing tasks with xTRoad method described in      

Figure-3. 
 

 
 

Figure-3. The text extracting time in xTRoad method. 
 

In  
Figure-3 showed that the shortest processing 

time is three seconds for each task of weather data 
extraction, obstacles or incidents data extraction, and 
date/time data extraction. The longest processing time was 
the text standardization of 95 seconds, and the average of 
overall pre-processing tasks took 28 seconds. The overall 
process was completed in three minutes and 14seconds. 

The xTRoad method can filter 3,254 rows of 
National roads data or equivalent to 4% of the 82.789 
collected Tweets. This number is relatively slight when 
compared to the number of the data gathered. This fact has 
validated by the police department. The National roads 
tendto infrequently be applied into traffic scenarios as 
intensive as the local government roads in the city.These 
facts led to the number of traffic information on national 
roads less than the amount of information of non-national 
roads. 

However, the valuable data can be mined with 
complete elements. Those elements can be the road names 
and direction; weather conditions; incidents that occurred 
on the road; time data when the information post via 
Twitter; and the most valuable one, the traffic condition. 
The results of text mining process using xTRoad method 
are presented in Table-7. 
 

Table-7. The extraction results. 
 

Amount of Jakarta national road tweet Qty 

1. Tweets with traffic condition 2,993 

2. Tweets without traffic condition 261 

Total Amount of Jakarta National Road Tweet 3,254 

 
As shown in Table-7, xTRoad method has 

successfullyseparated the datasetsof 3.254 National roads 
which are specifically located in Jakarta, into two 
categories. Those were the tweets with and without traffic 
conditions. Furthermore, the datasets were stored in the 

application Database Management System (DBMS) as 
shown in  

Figure-4. 
 

 
 

Figure-4. The datasets of road and traffic in DBMS. 
 

After all text processing activities, the 
verification phase was conducted by comparing the results 
of text extraction with the video archives using the same 
technique as the previous study [14]. The verification 
phase has been performed on four national roads as the 
samples. They were compared with 35 copies of videos as 
the samples, taken from http://lewatmana.com during 
October-November 2015. The verification phase was 
conducted by the police officers from the TMC unit of 
Polda Metro Jaya. 

The verification results showed that the traffic 
conditions of videos (22 clip videos) were consistent with 
the traffic conditions resulted from the extraction phase. 
The results had 62.8% value of similarity level. There 
were inconsistent traffic conditions of the other 13 videos 
(37.2%). This inconsistency happened because the 
observed road distance was very long, and the captured 
data video for comparison was not aligned with the road 
area in the extraction process. 

By applying the xTRoad method, the extraction 
results of road and traffic data were used to create a profile 
of the National road. The profile produced was the amount 
of post tweets that informed the condition of traffic on the 
National roads. Top 10 National roads with the highest 
number of tweets post are shown in Table-8. 
 

Table-8. The number of traffic tweets in national roads. 
 

No. Road name Number of Tweets 

1. Cengkareng 431 

2. Cakung 294 

3. Ciputat 195 

4. Kalideres 152 

5. Grogol 149 

6. Pejompongan 132 

7. Cipulir 120 

8. Pamulang 120 
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9. Tendean 116 

10. Halim 115 

 
Table-8 showed that the most National road 

widely reported by the traffic police officers through 
Twitter was the Cengkareng Road, with the number of 431 
messages. This road is connected with ‘Daan Mogot 
Road’ (11.7 km) and became one of the national highway 
linking the provinces of Jakarta to Banten city. The 
concentration of office activities, trade, and industry along 
the way is known to be very crowded. Hence, no wonder 
that the ‘Cengkareng Road' is the most commonly 
reported via Twitter. 

Based on the descriptive analysis, the information 
obtained on National roads had various dimensions such 
as traffic conditions based on hours, days and aspects of 
the incidents. Therefore, many kinds of information can be 
produced. That information could be, among others, the 
composition of the tweet text of the National road and 
non-road nationwide, the number of traffic density 
reported by range-time delivery tweet, density conditions 
were reported from various National roads in Jakarta, the 
number of accidents that occurred on National roads 
observed. 
 

 
 

Figure-5. The count of reported tweet by user 
post-time. 

 

The profile in  
Figure-5 showed that the most often 

usedperiodby thepolice officers to send a tweet was 
between the hours of 9 am to 12 pm. Other information 
that generatedwas the road and traffic conditions based on 
the circumstances of time per three hours. The condition 
was seen in  

Figure-6and showed that the frequency of the 
information density of the most widely reported in the 
range of 09:00 am to 12:00 am. 
 

 
 

Figure-6. The traffic trend on national roads. 
bytime sections. 

 The information about the obstacles on the 
National roads reported was known as well. It was found 
that at least more than one hundred of obstacles on 
National roads observed from the Twitter text data. There 
are 5 highest barriers that have often occurred on national 
roads, as showninFigure-7. 
 

 
 

Figure-7. Top 5 obstacles on the national roads. 
 
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

The extraction method proposed in this study can 
generate more than three thousand twitter text data about 
road and traffic conditions, in less than 4 minutes, with an 
accuracy value up to 62.8%. This method can be applied 
to other data sources on a massive scale for the future 
research. Text processing algorithms on the model in this 
study can also provide an alternative to the improvement 
of data processing tweet from previous studies. 

The results of this research can solve the problem 
of finding the data on traffic conditions, the name of the 
road, weather, and incidents occurred. However, in order 
to increasethe accuracy of extraction results, this study 
must be refined to resolve some challengessuch as: 
 
a) how to extract the tweet that contains the condition of 

roads in two opposite directions; 
b) the extraction process traffic conditions for a road that 

near the landmark (monuments, buildings, etc.). 
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